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tations of plants tomeasuring ecosys
tem- and global-level
processes.
Largely because of his work, we now
appreciate how important it is to span
this broad scale in forecasting the ef
fects of global change. To quote one
of his supporters, "No one has had a
greater influence on ecology
in the
last quarter century than Hal." Harold
Mooney's
recognized

talents as an ecologist were
early in his career. His

The Eminent

Ecologist Award is
So
given annually by the Ecological
to recognize a se
ciety of America
nior ecologist who has produced an
outstanding body of ecological work
or has made sustained contributions
of extraordinary merit. Both of these
criteria are met by the 1996 awardee,
Harold A. Mooney.
In fact, for several decades
the
of his research and the
originality
toward
perspective he has developed
ecological problems have shaped the
is done both in North
way ecology
America
and abroad. His expertise
spans topics ranging all the way from
field work and model
expermental
ing the mechanistic
basis of the adar

16

During
oped new

the 1980s Hal also devel
insights into how human

inducedecological disturbanceswere
increasinglymodifying the function

Billings, comparing thephysiological

ing of the earth as a whole. I am sure
that many of you will recall his Past
President's Address
to the ESA in

of arctic
and alpine
recognized with aMercer

Award in 1961. After starting his ca
reer at UCLA, he moved to Stanford
in the late 1960s and be
University
came codirector of the International
Biological
Program's project on the
origin and structure of Mediterra
A. Mooney

including

the use of sophisticated
equipment to the field using mobile
laboratories. As a logical extension of
these efforts, Hal and his students in
the 1980s studied rates of photosyn
thesis in relation to leaf nitrogen con
centration and the ecophysiology
of
carbon acquisition and allocation.

ecological
monograph,
coauthored
with his major professor, Dwight
adaptations
plants, was

Harold

laboratory components,
pioneering

nean-climate
scrub ecosystems. Here
again he addressed the parallels, con
trasts, and convergences
in the physi
basis of resource use by
ological
plants occurring in places that were
distant but that shared
geographically
similar aspects of their climate. This
approach was later adopted and ap
to savannas and forests. Since
1976 Hal has been the Paul S. Achil
les Professor of Environmental Biol
ogy at Stanford.
In the 1970s Hal and his col
leagues focused on the mechanistic
basis of the adaptation of organisms
to arid regions. This was among the
plied

first efforts distinguishing drought
from temperature effects on plant per
formance. As is typical of Hal's re
search approaches, this program was
a strong melding
of both field and

1990
ture),
while

(the famous "green scum" lec
in which he pointed out that
it is now possible
to measure

the health of the earth, the physical
about global
models
change
still
needed to include the feedback pro
cesses of what was going on in the

biosphere.
This appreciation of biological re
sponses to global change and of bio
sphere-atmosphere
interactions
has
led Hal to work increasingly
at the
national and international levels. As
President of the Ecological Society of
in 1988-1989,
America
he promoted
the formulation
of the Sustainable
Biosphere Initiative and the establish
ment of the new journal Ecological
He has been actively
Applications.

promoting interagencycollaborations
on ecological
issues inWashington,
and in 1994 he served as President of
the American
Institute of Biological
Sciences. Hal is a member of the Na
tional Academy
of Sciences and the
American Academy of Arts and Sci
ences. Among
his international ef

Bulletin
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SocietyofAmerica
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forts, he has served as Secretary Gen
the International Council of

eral of

Scientific Unions' (ICSU) Scientific
Committee on Problems of the Envi
ronment (SCOPE). Currently, he is
Vice President of the International

Council.
Hal has been tireless in organizing
symposia, conducting special interna
on key ecological
tional meetings
and
topics, editing those proceedings,
articles on topics
writing
original
such

as photosynthetic
adaptation,
fire ecology, the effects of trace gases
in the atmosphere,
the effects of in
vading

community

organisms,

re

Press. As an editor, as
Academic
elsewhere, he has been an unselfish
and effective leader promoting coop
isolated
eration
among
formerly
workers. Such efforts are somewhat

Harold Mooney's
many services
to ecology
as a tireless researcher,
editor, teacher, and administrator are
too numerous
to summarize
ad
equately here. Primarily, building on

said,
contagious. As one colleague
"he drags you into all kinds of activi
ties for the good of the community."
Another added, "he keeps coaxing le
gions of scientists (including me) to
to save the
apply their knowledge

his own research on carbon balance in
plants and photosynthetic
acclima
tion, he has developed new concep

planet."

to organize
research on terrestrial
in new ways. Now, real
ecosystems
izing the importance of improving the

One of the supporting letters that
re
addressed his teaching abilities
ferred to Hal's
teaching and student
training as "beyond brilliant." He
sees to it that his students get a wide
that they know
range of experiences,

sponses to elevated carbon dioxide,
and the consequences
of loss of bio
func
logical diversity for ecosystem
tion. Three series of books must be
mentioned, because Hal has been the
force behind their success: Tasks for

how to get help, to share equipment,
and to collaborate, and then he gives
them the latitude to do original work.
The impressive caliber of what has

Vegetation

become

Science,

Kluwer,
Ecological
lished by Springer,
Ecology

ological

published

by

Studies,
pub
and the Physi

series published

by

a whole family tree of former
graduate students and postdocs attests
to the effectiveness
of his teaching

tual models
about the physiological
basis of resource use by whole plants
and has led a generation of ecologists

scientific understanding of the earth's
environment, he is working with the
national and international communi
ties to promote wise decision-making
in the echelons of governments. The
consistently high quality and continu
ity of his contributions far exceed the
ESA's criteria for its Eminent Ecolo
gist Award.
Francis
Eminent Ecologist

style.

C. James, Chair
Award Committee

Source: Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America, Vol. 78, No. 1 (Jan., 1997), pp. 16-17. Courtesy of JSTOR

ESA CORPORATEAWARD
SEMASS Partnership
The
Award

porate Award Committee
agrees that
SEMASS Partnership provides an ex
cellent example of how major large

theme of the 1996 Corporate

scale environmental
issues can be ad
sound and
dressed in environmentally

is Resource

profitableways.

Recycling.

This
con

category includes organizations
cerned with the recovery, reclama
tion, or recycling of natural resources
such as wood
and paper products,
glass, metals, waste water, and re
lated
residuals.
Most
of North
America is facing a solid waste crisis.
Landfills are near capacity, and their

SEMASS,
as a corporation, was
to reduce the solid waste
designed
stream to landfills. This enterprise
shows a record of remarkable reduc
tion of waste flow combined with en
vironmental concern, done profitably
and on a large regional scale. This

potential

of air, soil,

tion that solid waste

itmost diffi

accomplished

contamination

and ground water makes
cult

to enlarge

find new
solid wastes

present

sites. Yet,

landfills

or

the volume

of

increases yearly.

It is my pleasure

to announce

the 1996 ESA Corporate Award
ing given
Rochester,

that
is be

to SEMASS Partnership of
Massachusetts.
The Cor

combination

provides

a demonstra
disposal

can be

in an environmentally

at SEMASS. This
of processing
markable
reduction
in volume
solid waste
logical

the

is used

energy

techno

in operating

itself, and the rest (enough
to service 75,000 homes) is sold to a

ness economics.

ther. Unlike

to give a few examples.
in terms of reduction of waste
flow, only I1% of the original solid
waste remains for disposal at the end

by

significantly

SEMASS

local utility.

Allow me

that

add to the efficiency of combustion,
novel methods for recovery of metals,
and converting much of the remain
ing ash to aggregate, which is usable
in construction.
of the solid waste
Combustion
consumes
about 77% of its solid
waste, and the heat produced is con
verted to electrical energy. Some of

sound fashion, on large geographical
scales and in the real world of busi

First,

is achieved

advances

re
of

The bottom

ash is processed

other resource

fur

recovery

plants, SEMASS includes technology
to recover nonferrous as well as fer
rous metals, both of which are sold.
In addition, most of the remaining ash

1997
January
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